Monitoring the Hepatitis A Virus in Oyster from Korea
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Abstract

Hepatitis A virus (HAV) causes many cases of oyster- or clam-associated gastroenteritis in various countries. HAV was detected on oyster by RT-PCR in 19.6% (11/56) in Korea. The percentages of HAV-positive samples in 2011 and 2012 were 27.6% and 11.1%, respectively. Phylogenetic analysis revealed that several nucleotide sequences highly similar to those of HAVs isolated in this study. Phylogenetic analysis of the coding regions of the viral protein VP4/VP2 revealed that all amplicons were classified into IA genogroup. It will provide useful data that aids in our understanding circulating HAVs and may contribute to future control.
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1. Introduction

A wide variety of human enteric viruses may be found as food and waterborne virus [1]. Among them, Hepatitis A virus (HAV) and Norovirus (NoV) become the main targets of virus detection in food [1]-[3]. HAV is mainly transmitted via the fecal-oral route, and the incidence of HAV is strongly correlated with contaminated water and food [4].

HAV is foodborne and waterborne enteric virus that can cause acute hepatitis in human [2] [3]. Foods of primary importance are bivalve shellfish, particularly; oysters have caused outbreaks after being contaminated by polluted water or virus-infected food handlers [2] [5].

HAV infection has become an important public health problem in industrialized countries such as Korea, the
improved hygienic and sanitary conditions, and the application of public health measures have led to a decline seroprevalence of anti-HAV in childhood [6] [7], whereas the incidence of obvious acute hepatitis A has recently been increasing in adults [8]-[10]. This information is important for the prevention of food poisoning caused by HAV.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the prevalence and contamination of HAV by nested RT-PCR and to investigate phylogenetic analysis of circulating HAV strains detected from oyster in Korea.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Shellfish Samples

All shellfish used in this study were collected from commercial market areas in Seoul during 2011 to 2012. Altogether, 56 samples of oysters were used. For each sample a minimum of six shellfish were aseptically opened, and the animals were removed from their shells. To degrade the shellfish tissue and allow the release of virions into solution, an equal volume of a Proteinase K (30U/mg) was carried at 320 rpm for 60 min. The reaction mixture was subsequently incubated at 62°C ± 2.0°C for 15 min in order to inactivate the proteinase, and the soluble portion (shellfish concentrate) was collected by centrifugation at 4000 g for 5 min and recollected by centrifugation at 4000 g for 2 min. This proteinase K digestion method was modified [11].

2.2. RNA Isolation

Viral RNA was isolated directly from the digestive tissue. Nucleic acid was extracted from 200 µl of from the digestive tissue using the QIAamp Viral RNA mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The viral RNA was finally eluted from the spin column in 50 µl of elution buffer and stored at −70°C.

2.3. RT-PCR for Enteric Viruses

The viral RNA was finally eluted from the spin column in 50 µl of elution buffer and stored at −70°C. RT-PCR and Nested PCR were carried with described previously shown in Table 1.

| Table 1. Primers used for detection of enteric viruses using conventional RT-PCR. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Viruses | Primer | Sequence(5’-3’) | Position (nt) | Size (bp) | Reference |
| Norovirus GI | GI-F1M | CTGCCGAATTTYGTAATGAT | 5336-5359 | 314 | [12] |
| | GI-R1M | CCAACCCARCCATRTACATYTG | 5643-5665 | 314 | [12] |
| | GI-F2 | ATGATGTGCGTCATAAGGACGC | 5352-5374 | 314 | [12] |
| | GII-F1M | GGGAGGGCGATCGCACAG | 5049-5067 | 314 | [12] |
| | GII-R1M | CCRCCGATRITCRRTATRCAT | 5367-5389 | 314 | [12] |
| | GII-F2 | TTGTGAAATGAGATGCGTCGART | 5077-5100 | 314 | [12] |
| Astrovirus | Mon340 | GTCATTATTGTTGTCATAC | 1182-1203 | 289 | [13] |
| | Mon348 | ACATGCTGCTGTTAATATG | 1450-1470 | 289 | [13] |
| Sapovirus | SLV5317 | CTCGCCACCTACRAWGGBTGTT | 5083-5105 | 434 | [14] |
| | SLV5749 | CGGRCYTCAAVSTCCBCCCCA | 5516-5494 | 434 | [14] |
| Hepatitis A virus | BR-9b | AGTCCACACTCCCTCCAGGGACTT | 2950-2972 | 361 | [15] |
| | BR-5b | TTGCTGTCAGAACAATCG | 3310-3333 | 361 | [15] |
| | RJ-3c | TCCCAAGCCTCCATGGA | 2984-3001 | 234 | [15] |
| | Br-6b | AGGAGGGAGAAGCAATTCATTGA | 3217-3240 | 234 | [15] |
2.4. ELISA for RoV and AdV

Detection of RoV and AdV antigen in the samples was carried out by ELISA using the BioTracer™ Adenovirus and Rotavirus kit (BioFocus, Korea) in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.5. Nucleotide Sequencing for HAV

RT-PCR products were purified using a QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Analyses of nucleotide sequences were carried out by Cosmogentec (Korea) using the Big Dye Dideoxy cycle sequencing kit and the ABI PRISM 3730XL Analyzer (Applied Biosystem, USA). The virus subtype was determined by phylogenetic analysis of 158 nucleotides from the VP1/2A junction using the Neighbor Joining algorithm with the Kimura two-parameter model with 1000 bootstrap for genotypic strain classification of the MEGA 4 program [16]. Sequences were compared with available sequences in GenBank using the BLAST program of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).

3. Results

Using the semi-nested RT-PCRs, HAV was detected on oyster by RT-PCR in 19.6% (11/56) in Korea. The percentages of HAV-positive samples in 2011 and 2012 were 27.6% and 11.1%, respectively. Other enteric Viruses were not detected in Oyster in Korea. Amplicons from oysters were electrophoresed for comparison with corresponding HAV protostrains (Figure 1). All amplicons of HAVs from oysters were sequenced successfully. Phylogenetic analysis of the coding regions of the viral protein VP4/VP2 revealed that all amplicons were classified into IA genogroup I, these strains could be subdivided into 2 clusters of genogroup IA and genogroup IB. Using the BLAST program and phylogenetic analysis, the DNA sequence showed 99.3% nucleotide sequence identity with AB038293, EU073738, and GU991276 within the same cluster as the reference strain (AY322886).

4. Discussion

The viruses primarily associated with shellfish-borne illness are norovirus, causing gastroenteritis and HAV [17]. A large variety of oyster and raw shellfish have been associated with transmission of viral disease [18]-[20]. Previous studies have shown that eating raw shellfish was shown to be a significant predictor of HAV infection in the multivariate analysis [21] and eating raw shellfish significantly increased the odds ratio of HAV infection in an Italian study [22]. As reported from other parts of the world, most studies support the correlation between eating raw shellfish and the risk of hepatitis A infection [2] [17] [23] [24].

To date, there are no reports of HAV related with the consumption of the oyster originated from Korea. Therefore, to protect the consumer, it is very important to inform the prevalence of HAV in oyster.

In the present study, the detection rate for HAV was 19.6% in oysters. The prevalence of HAV contamination observed in this and in other studies appears to be subjected to a certain variation. In South Italy, the prevalence of HAV in shellfish was 18.2% [25], while in another study in Spain, the prevalence of HAV in 45 shellfish was 27.4% [26]. In three year study of the southern France, the prevalence of HAV in oysters was 13% [27]. The discrepancy of the HAV prevalence in shellfish rates between our study and others might be due to the difference in the season and/or geographical area where those studies have been conducted. Our result shows that HAV contamination is seems to be slightly higher than that previously reported in other studies.

Previous studies have shown that the majority of the reported outbreaks were located in East Asia, followed by Europe, America, Oceania, Australia and Africa. More than half of the outbreaks (63.6%) have been published in Japan. The most common viral pathogens involved were NoV (83.7%) and HAV (12.8%). The most frequent type of consumed shellfish which was involved outbreaks was oysters (58.4%) [28]. Outbreaks of viral diseases (HAV, NoV) are frequently associated with the consumption of minimally processed shellfish [29] [30]. Shellfish consumption in Korea is a major risk factor for HAV infection [31], since these products are commonly eaten raw or slightly cooked. Only a drastic heat treatment can assure a complete inactivation of virus [32] and only through cooking of shellfish can reduce the risk to human health [25]. This makes clear the potential to public concern about shellfish safety.

Sequencing is very important for outbreak investigations to provide evidence of the source of the outbreak in
Figure 1. Phylogenetic analysis of identified HAVs based on GII (159 bp VP1/2A region), HAV references are indicated by the shaded black circles. The percentage bootstrap values were observed among the 1,000 replicates indicated. There are sixteen reference strains from GenBank (AB643802, AF314208, AB258599, AY314882, EU073738, AB038293, U073738, AB038293, GU991276, HQ907929, AY322886, AY644676, LO7729, LO7691, LO7729, LO7732, and LO7731).

combination with a national surveillance system. Sequence analysis showed that the identified HAV strains are most closely related to Korea isolate (EU073738) and Japan isolate (AB038293). Nucleotide sequences of a segment in the VP1/2A junction indicate that this is a genotype I virus. This is not surprising, since approximately 80% of the human HAV strains isolated are type I, with most remaining human strains being type III [33]-[35]. Subgenotypes IA and IB are the most common found in Brazil, France, China, and Japan [36]. In this study, however, HAV sequences were classified as genotype IA which is endemic in North America [37]. Another interesting feature of the study were classified as genotype IB which is bivalves in Italy [38] and outbreak of HAV in the USA associated with frozen pomegranate arils [37]. Virus genotype IB illnesses associated with food from the Middle East, Egypt, and Morocco [39]-[41]. All of the 11 isolates of HAV demonstrated a high identity (from 98.7% to 100%) to each other suggested that they probably came from the same source of infection. The utilization of sequence information can allow surveillance of recent isolates to determine whether this strain has been, or is, entering from other countries.

Vaccination against HAV should be part of a comprehensive plan for the prevention and control of viral hepatitis [42]. In the Korea, HAV vaccination has been recommended for all children aged 12 - 23 months since 2015. And the number of acute cases might be fallen. In non-endemic areas HAV may be a relatively rare contaminant in bivalve shellfish because of low levels in the community. However, the disease is more severe than norovirus and the consequences of an outbreak can be dramatic [43]-[45]. Thus, HAV is also targeted by the standard [7]. In 2007, the Korean Society of Infectious Diseases recommended that all adults in their 20s should
be vaccinated against hepatitis A, as well as adults in their 30s and 40s without immunity [46]. It should be noted that immunization for adult who is likely to eat raw oyster or handle food ingredients occupationally or travel overseas to HAV-endemic areas is needed to prevent spreading from an outbreak caused by HAV [21].

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, these results will be useful data for the prevention of food poisoning caused by HAV and food safety regulation government related institute for the prevention and control of HAV in Korea.
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